Introduction
Let D be a divisor on the smooth projective surface and denote by V = V jDj (S 1 ; : : : ; S r ) the variety of irreducible curves C 2 jDj having exactly r singularities of (topological or analytic) types S 1 ; : : : ; S r . We say that V has the T-property at C 2 V , if the conditions imposed by the individual singularities of C are independent (or transversal), that is, if V is smooth of the expected codimension.
For = P 2 it is well-known that the T-property holds for families of nodal curves (cf. S]).
But for more complicated singularities (beginning with cusps) there are examples, where the T-property fails ( Wa1, Lu, Lu1, Sh5] ). On the other hand, various su cient conditions for the T-property were found. The classical result is that the family V d (n A 1 ; k A 2 ) of irreducible plane curves of degree d with n nodes and k cusps has the T-property if k < 3d: (0.1) For arbitrary singularities several generalizations and extensions of (0.1) were found (cf. GK, GL, Sh, Sh1, V] ). They are all of such a form that the sum of certain invariants of the singularities is bounded from above by a linear function in d, whereas the number of singularities might be of order d 2 . In Sh3, Sh4] the T-property was shown when the total Milnor number was bounded by a quadratic function in d. These (S i ) 0 is the \isomorphism defect" (cf. GK, GL]). Only for families of nodal curves there are improvements of (0.5). In the case of a K3-surface the canonical divisor K is trivial, but A. Tannenbaum ( T] ) shows that V jDj (n A 1 ) always has the T-property. For = P 2 m , the projective plane blown up in m 10 generic points, we give in GLS] an asymptotically improved su cient condition for the T-property. Finally, L. Chiantini and E. Sernesi ( CS]) consider families of nodal curves on surfaces with ample canonical divisor K . They study a rank 2 bundle on associated to the nodes of C and use an inequality for the Bogomolov instability of this bundle in order to obtain a su cient criterion for the T-property. Namely, if C is numerically equivalent to p K , p 2 Q, p > 2 then V jCj (n A 1 ) has the T-property provided 4n < p(p ? 2)K 2 :
In the present article we generalize this approach in two directions: rstly, we allow arbitrary singularities and secondly, we weaken the assumption of K being ample, such that = P 2 is included. We obtain a numerical criterion for the T-property in Theorem 1, which in the case of plane curves improves conditions (0.2) and (0. where denotes the intersection multiplicity of the curve germ with a generic polar.
For curves with only simple singularities S 1 ; : : : ; S r condition (0.7) is already implied by (0.6). In particular, for curves with n nodes and k cusps we obtain the su cient condition 4n + 9k < d 2 :
In addition, in Section 3 we apply our criterion to families of curves on K3-surfaces and on smooth hypersurfaces in P 3 .
Finally, we use the method introduced in Sh5] to construct a series of irreducible plane curves with precisely r D -singularities, where the variety V is locally irreducible (even normal) of the expected dimension, but not smooth (in particular, there is no T-property), and again the analogue of (0.4) holds. This shows that in the case of plane curves with only simple singularities the new condition is optimal with respect to the occurring exponents of ; d (cf. Sh5] , section 3.2).
Our methods of proof are based on the Chiantini-Sernesi idea, involving Bogomolov's theory of unstable vector bundles on surfaces, and on our previous local analysis of singularities and h 1 -vanishing criteria (cf. GLS1, Sh5] ).
Notations and basic de nitions
Let be a smooth projective surface and C be an irreducible curve with exactly r singularities of topological (resp. analytic) types S 1 ; : : : ; S r (cf. Sh4] for the de nitions).
All curves are assumed to be reduced.
Let I ea (C; z) = (f; f x ; f y ) O ;z (where f is a local equation for the germ (C; z)) denote the Tjurina ideal of (C; z) and I es (C; z) := g 2 O ;z j f + "g is equisingular over Spec(C "]=" 2 ) denote the equisingularity ideal of (C; z) (cf. Wa] ). We introduce the schemes X es (C) (resp. X ea (C)), concentrated at the singular points z 1 ; : : : ; z r of C, and de ned by the ideals I es (C; z i ) (resp. I ea (C; z i )). The corresponding ideal sheaves on will be denoted by J X es (C) (resp. J X ea (C) ).
We shall often treat, simultaneously, the case of xed topological types (the \es"-case) and the case of xed analytic types (\ea"-case). Then we shall use the notation X 0 (C) to denote X es (C) and X ea (C), respectively. Moreover, for a singularity type S i we denote by 0 (S i ) the codimension of the corresponding equisingularity (resp. Tjurina) ideal, that is 0 (S i ) = (S i ) ? mod (S i Theorem 1 Let be a smooth projective surface and let C be an irreducible curve with precisely r singularities at z 1 ; : : : ; z r of topological (resp. analytic) types S 1 ; : : : ; S r , such that C, C ? K are ample and C 2 K 2 . If
(1.1) and the following inequalities hold
then V jCj (S 1 ; : : : ; S r ) has the T-property, that is, is a smooth variety of codimension
0 (S i ).
Remark. As will follow from the proof, in the conditions (1.1){(1.3), we can replace 0 (S i ) by the maximum codimension of a complete intersection ideal containing I es (C; z i ) (respectively I ea (C; z i )).
Proof. Most parts of the proof are identical for topological types and analytic types. There we use the notation X 0 (C) introduced above to denote X es (C) and X ea (C), respectively.
Assume that V jCj (S 1 ; : : : ; S r ) has no T-property at C, that is, h 1 ? ; J X 0 (C) (C) > 0. Let ; 6 = X 0 X 0 (C) be minimal with non-vanishing h 1 ? ; J X0 (C) (that is, for each proper subscheme ; 6 = e X 0 ( X 0 h 1 ? ; J e X0 (C) vanishes). Then, by Serre-Grothendieck duality ( 1.5) (cf., e.g., L]). In particular, it follows that X 0 j zi is a complete intersection and we have 1 deg(X 0 ) =:
( 1.6) with "(S i ) 0 and "(S i ) = 0 implies that X 0 (C)j zi is a complete intersection, too. By (1.1) 
where f i denotes a local equation of (C; z i ) and g i denotes a generic element in the ideal of X 0 j zi . Note that by Lemma 4.1 in Sh5], 0 i 0 i + 1.
Since C is ample, we can apply the Hodge Index Theorem and obtain by (1.1) and (1.9)
On the other hand, by (1.6) and (1.8), we have
Finally,
is a concave function in P r i=1 0 i (for xed P r i=1 0 i ), hence it takes its minimum either at (S i ). In both cases the minimum is not smaller than the value for P r i=1
0 (S i ), which is positive by (1.2) and (1.3) in contradiction to the latter inequalities. Proof. First note that A(P 2 ; C) = 0 and ?CK P 2=C 2 = 3=d, hence condition (1.3) in Theorem 1 is satis ed, since applying the Cauchy inequality to the left-hand side of the second inequality in (2.1) gives
The inequality (1.2) follows in an analogous way from the rst inequality in (2.1), whereas the two inequalities in (1.1) are induced by (2.1), since we have ( 0 (S i ) + 1) 2 2 0 (S i ) respectively 0 (S i ) (S i )=2 by the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2 Let (C; z) be a plane curve singularity, then (C; z) 2 ? (C; z) ? mod (C; z) :
Proof. As is well-known (cf. DH]), I es (C; z) is contained in the equiclassical ideal I ec (C; z), which is contained in the equigeneric ideal I eg (C; z). Moreover, dim C fx; yg=I ec (C; z) = (C; z) and dim C fx; yg=I eg (C; z) = (C; z) ? (C; z): Hence (C; z) ? mod(C; z) (C; z) ? (C; z) (C; z) ?
? (C; z) ? mod(C; z) . 2 Note that for an arbitrary reduced plane curve singularity (C; z) we have (C; z) = (C; z)+ mt(C; z) ?1, where is the Milnor number and mt the multiplicity. Hence the contribution of an A -singularity to the left-hand side of the conditions in (2.1) is just ( + 1) 2 and the contribution of a D -(resp. E -) singularity is at most ( + 1) 2 . We obtain the following As a rst example, we consider surfaces with a trivial canonical divisor (e.g., K3-surfaces).
In an analogous way to the case of plane curves, we obtain Theorem 3 Let be a surface with K = 0 and let C be an irreducible curve with precisely r singularities of topological (resp. analytic) types S 1 ; : : : ; S r , such that C is ample. Then V jCj (S 1 ; : : : ; S r ) has the T-property, if
The condition (3.1) is also satis ed in case C pK , p 2 Q. As an example we mention the case of curves on a smooth hypersurface In addition, applying the Cauchy inequality to the left-hand side of (3.2) gives ?P r i=1 (S i 
Ni (S i 4 Non-smooth equisingular families E. Shustin constructs in Sh5] a series of irreducible plane curves C of degree 2pq (p 4, q 3) with precisely q 2 singularities of type A 6p?1 , such that the variety V 2pq (q 2 A 6p?1 ) has no T-property at C. In this example,
( + 1) 2 = 36p 2 q 2 = 9d 2 ; which implies that the condition in Corollary 2.3 is optimal with respect to the occurring exponents of d; . In the following theorem, we extend Shustin's construction to the case of D -singularities to prove the optimality of our condition in the case of simple singularities. Moreover, we shall prove that, in both examples, the variety V 2pq (q 2 A 6p?1 ) (resp. V 2pq (q 2 D 6p+1 )) is locally irreducible at C (for p 9).
Theorem 5 Let p 4 and q 3, then there are irreducible curves C 2pq of degree 2pq having precisely q 2 A 6p?1 -singularities (given by a local equation y 2 ? x 6p ), respectively q 2 D 6p+1 -singularities (given by a local equation x(y 2 ? x 6p?1 )), such that the variety V = V 2pq (q 2 A 6p?1 ) (resp. V 2pq (q 2 D 6p+1 )) has no T-property at C 2pq . Moreover, if p 5 and q 3, V has a component of the expected dimension but is singular at C 2pq .
Theorem 6 Using the notation of Theorem 5, let p 8 (resp. p 9) and q 3. Then the variety V is locally a complete intersection, which is normal (hence analytically irreducible), but not smooth, at C 2pq .
Proof of Theorem 5. The main idea of the proof is as follows. We are going to construct a curve C 2pq 2 V such that h 1 ? P 2 ; J X es (C2pq) (2pq) > 0 and, in a neighbourhood of C 2pq there is a one-parameter family of curves C 2 V with h 1 ? P 2 ; J X es (C) (2pq) = 0: Firstly, this gives the failure of the T-property at C 2pq 2 V . Secondly, this says that V has a singularity at C 2pq , because V has a component, which locally is a complete analytic intersection, generically smooth and transversal, but not transversal at C 2pq , which follows from the representation of V as an intersection of a (smooth) equisingular family of curves of large degree with the space corresponding to curves of degree 2pq.
The case of A -singularities is completely treated in Sh5]. For D -singularities in the rst part of the proof, in particular the construction of the curve C 2pq , we proceed as in the case of A -singularities. Hence we give only a sketch of it and refer to Sh5], Section 4.5, for details. After choosing generic projective coordinates x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 we consider the curves C 2pq (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ) = C 2p (x q 0 ; x q 1 ; x q 2 ) and C 3q (x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ) = C 3 (x q 0 ; x q 1 ; x q 2 ):
C 2pq is an irreducible curve having q 2 singularities of type D 6p+1 as its only singularities, whereas C 3q is non-singular. Since the polar F x vanishes along C 3 , the degree of X es (C 2pq ; z) \ C 3q , z 2 Sing(C 2pq ), can be calculated as the intersection multiplicity of C 3 with the polar F y at the origin (which is 6p ? 3 by the above). We obtain J X es (C2pq)\C3q=C3q
where D is a divisor of degree 2pq 3q ? deg(X es (C 2pq ) \ C 3q ) = 3q 2 < (3q ? 1)(3q ? 2) 2 = g(C 3q ); if q 3. Hence h 1 ? C 3q ; J X es (C2pq)\C3q=C3q (2pq) 6 = 0, which implies the non-vanishing of h 1 ? P 2 ; J X es (C2pq) (2pq) , that is, V has no T-property at C 2pq . Now assume that p 5, q 3. As in the A -case, we shall construct a one-parameter family of curves C ( ) 2pq in V with C 2pq = C (0) 2pq , such that for a generic choice of h 1 ? P 2 ; J X es (C ( ) 2pq ) (2pq) = 0: (4.1)
The following deformation of F F ( ) (x; y) = x(y 3 + y ? x 3 ) ? (y 3 + y ? x 3 )(1 + x 2p?7 ) + y p+1 ? y 2p = 0 is easily seen to preserve the D 6p+1 -singularity at the origin. Moreover, for generic , the polar curve Note that, in the same manner, it follows that m z C 2 3q is contained in I es (C ( ) 2pq ; z) for each z 2 Sing(C ( ) 2pq ), whence deg(X es (C ( ) 2pq ) : C 2 3q ) q 2 . To save space, let X es := X es (C ( ) 2pq ). We have the exact sequences 0 ! J X es :C3q (2pq?3q) ! J X es (2pq) ! J X es \C3q=C3q (2pq) ! 0; 0 ! J X es :C 2 3q (2pq?6q) ! J X es :C3q (2pq?3q) ! J (X es :C3q)\C3q=C3q (2pq?3q) ! 0; 0 ! O P 2(2pq?9q) ! J X es :C 2 3q (2pq?6q) ! J X es :C 2 3q =C3q (2pq?6q) ! 0: Since 2g(C 3q ) ? 2 = 9q 2 ? 9q, we obtain (4.1) from the following (obvious) Thus we come to the same inequality (4.9) and the same contradiction, saying that V is locally irreducible and normal at C 2pq . 2
